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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMITThE FOR AERONAUTIC S 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

INVESTIGATION OF TRANSONIC FlUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF A 

THIN 100 SWEPTBACK WING HAVING AN ASPECT RATIO OF 4-

AND A TAPER RATIO OF 0.6 

By George W. Jones, Jr. 

SUMMARY 

A flutter investigation has been made in the Langley transonic blow-
down tunnel at Mach numbers between 0.79 and 1.311 on a thin 100 sweptback 
wing having an aspect ratio of 1i and a taper ratio of 0.6. The data 
obtained have been compared with data from NACA Research Memorandum L55113a 
for 00 and 300 sweptback wings with the same aspect ratio and taper ratio. 
The results indicated tbat for wings of the type investigated, the flutter 
boundary for the 10° sweptback wing falls between those for the 00 and 
300 sweptback wings in the low supersonic Mach number range. However, the 
subsonic level (around a Mach number of 0.8) of the flutter boundary for 
the 10° sweptback wing lies above .those for the 00 and 300 sweptback wings. 
In addition, the amount of rise in the flutter boundary from the subsonic 
level to supersonic values is about the same for the wings with angles of 
sweepback of 100 and 00, but is much greater for the wing with an angle 
of sweepback of 30°.

INTRODUCTION 

Among the plan forms for which transonic flutter data were presented 
in reference 1 were a series of thin wings having an aspect ratio of 11-, a 
taper ratio of 0.6, streamwise NACA 65A0O11- airfoil sections, and sweepback 
angles from 00 to 600. For each of these plan forms the flutter-speed 
ratios (ratio of the experimental flutter speed to the flutter speed cal-
culated by using two-dimensional incompressible aerodynamic coefficients) 
increased with Mach number from a Mach number of about 0.9 up to at least 
1.3. The amount of increase was least for the wing with an angle of 
sweepback of 600 and progressively greater for wings with angles of sweep-
back of 52.50, 1150, and 300. A reversal of this trend was shown for the 
wing with an angle of sweepback of 00 which had less increase in flutter-
speed ratio in the supersonic region than either the 300 or 1150 sweptback 
wings.
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Because of the decided reversal in trend between sweepback angles 
of 30° and 0°, the question has arisen as to what would be the variation 
of flutter-speed ratio with Mach number for a similar wing with only a 
small amount of sweepback. In order to supply this information, the 
present limited investigation was undertaken in the Langley transonic 
blowdowri tunnel to determine the transonic flutter characteristics of a 
10° sweptback wing with an aspect ratio of 	 a taper ratio of 0.6, and 
streamwise NACA 67A00 airfoil sections. Experimental flutter data were 
obtained for this wing at several Mach numbers from 0.79 to l.3. Refer-
ence flutter speeds were calculated in the same maimer as in reference 1 
and were used to obtain flutter-speed ratios for comparison with the data 
of reference 1.

SYMBOLS

Span2 
A	 aspect ratio of wing including body intercept,

Area 

a distance in wing semichords from midchord to elastic axis 
position; perpendicular to quarter-chord line, positive 
with elastic axis behind midchord, 2x 0 - 1 

(Exposed semispan)2 
Ag	 geometric aspect ratio, Exposed semispan area 

b	 half-chord perpendicular to quarter-chord line, ft 

br	 half-chord perpendicular to quarter-chord line at inter-
section of quarter-chord line and wing root, ft 

b5	 half-chord measured streamwise at intersection of wing and 
fuselage, ft 

El	 bending stiffness, lb-in.2 

GJ	 torsion stiffness, lb-in.2 

measured coupled bending frequencies, (i = 1, 2, or 3), cps 

measured first coupled torsion frequency, cps

uncoupled first torsion frequency, 

- ft[l - (/r)2 11/2 

-	 1 - (fh,l/ft)]	
(valuestaken at	 = o.5), 

cps 
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structural damping coefficient 

measured structural damping coefficient in first bending 

structural damping coefficient in torsion 

wing mass moment of inertia per unit length along quarter-



chord line, measured about elastic axis, s1ug.ft2/ft 

k	 reduced frequency, bo)/Vfl 

1	 length of exposed. quarter-chord line of a wing panel, ft 

M	 Mach number 

m	 mass of wing per unit length along quarter-chord line, 
slugs/ft 

q	 dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

r	 nondimensional radius of gyration of wing about elastic 
2\1/ axis,	 Ic/mb i 

V	 airstream velocity, ft/sec 

Ve/VR	 flutter-speed ratio, ratio of experimental flutter speed 
to calculated reference flutter speed 

component of airstream velocity normal to quarter-chord 
line, V cos A, ft/sec 

x0	 distance of elastic axis of wing section behind leading edge 
in fraction of chord, both measured perpendicular to 
quarter-chord line 

x distance in semichords from wing elastic axis to wing center 
of gravity (measured perpendicular to quarter-chord line), 
positive with center of gravity behind elastic axis 

nondiinensional coordinate along quarter-chord line, fraction 
of length 1

m 
p. mass-ratio parameter,

Streamwise tip chord 
taper ratio of wing, Chord in plane of symmetry
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A	 angle of sweepback of wing quarter-chord line, deg 

p	 air density, slugs/cu ft 

U)	 angular frequency of flutter, radians/sec 

angular bending frequency, 2ltfhi, radians/sec 

angular uncoupled first torsion frequency, 2itfa, radians/sec 

Subscripts: 

e	 experimental values 

R	 calculated values

MODELS 

The wing of the present investigation had a sweepback angle of 10° 
along the quarter-chord line, an aspect ratio of 1., a taper ratio of 
o.6, NACA 65AOOi- streamwise airfoil sections, and a ratio of sting-
fuselage diameter to wing span of 0.22. The model wing panels were 
connected by a mounting block which fitted flush with the sting-fuselage 
and was an integral part of the wing. (See fig. 1.) In accordance with 
the three-digit designation code of reference 1, this wing is designated 
a 1i-io wing (the first digit is the aspect ratio to the nearest integer 
and the last two digits give the sweepback angle in degrees). The basic 
dimensions of the model are shown in figure 1. 

Because of the destruction of the models by flutter, three models 
were needed to obtain the desired data. The models were constructed of 
solid Consoweld (ref. 2), a phenolic laminate material with high-strength 
paper reinforcement. 

Measurements were made of the following physical parameters on each 
wing panel of each model: elastic axis position, structural damping 
coefficient in bending, and the first four coupled natural frequencies 
and the node lines associated with the second, third, and fourth coupled 
frequencies. The frequencies and node lines which were measured are 
presented in figure 2. On the right panel of model 3 the spanwise varia-
tions of the following parameters were determined and are presented in 
table I: mass, center-of-gravity location, and the square of the radius 
of gyration (taken about elastic axis). Also presented in table I are 
certain basic wing geometric parameters which were the same for all 
models; for each panel of each model a tabulation is given of the lower
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frequencies, frequency ratios, and the structural damping coefficient 
in bending. The spanwise variations of bending and torsion stiffnesses 
(El and GJ, respectively) were also measured on the right panel of 
model 3 and are presented in figure 3. The parameters measured on only 
the right panel of model 3 are used as representative values for all of 
the panels. A discussion of the methods used to measure the physical 
parameters may be found in references 1 and 3. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

A detailed description of the tunnel, the test instrumentation and 
the testing techniques may be found in reference 1. Excellent agreement 
between flutter data obtained in the tunnel and in free air is shown in 
reference 1• In the following paragraphs only the salient features of 
the apparatus and tests are given. 

The tests were made in the Langley transonic blowdown tunnel which 
has a slotted, octagonal test section measuring 26 inches between flats. 
Daring the operation of the tunnel a preselected Mach number, which is 
determined by the size of the opening in an orifice plate, can be held 
approximately constant (after the orifice is choked) while test-section 
staation pressure (and thus density) is varied. The tunnel can operate 
from subsonic Mach numbers through the transonic range and up to a super-
sonic Mach number of about 1.110. The density range of the tunnel is 
from approximately 0.001 to 0.012 slug per cubic foot. 

The flutter wings were cantilever mounted at an angle of attack of 
0° in a cylindrical sting fuselage which covers the mounting block. This 
sting extends upstream into the subsonic flow region of the tunnel without 
change in diameter. Thus, the formation of a bow shock wave which might 
reflect from the tunnel walls onto the model is prevented. The funda-
mental frequency of the support system is approximately 15 cycles per 
second, and its weight is 289 pounds. 

Basically, the instrumentation was as follows: Wire strain gages, 
installed near each panel root, were used to indicate the bending and 
torsion motions of the wing. A recording oscillograph was used to give 
a continuous record of the strain-gage signals, tunnel stagnation tem-
perature and pressure, and test-section static pressure. The record of 
the strain-gage signals was used to determine the start of flutter and 
the frequency of wing oscillations. 

Flutter speeds and flutter frequencies were determined for the wing 
at several Mach numbers throughout the transonic range from 0.79 to 1.311.
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.REStTS' 

..:

Analysis	 - 

The data obtained in the present investigation are presented as the 
variation of flutter-speed ratio (ratio of experimental flutter speed to 
a .calculatedreference flutter speed) with Mach number. The method of 
calculating the reference flutter speeds is the same as that of ref er-
ence .1 whichwas based on the analysis of reference 7. Briefly, two-
dimensional incompressible aerodynamic coefficients, based on the com-
ponent of the airstream velocity normal to the quarter-chord line, were 
employed in a modal type of analysis. The spanwise derivative of the 
velocity potential appearing in the method of reference 7 was neglected. 
In the analysis the flutter mode shape was approximated by the super-
poson of the first to unpoup1ed free-vibration mode shapes of a 
uniform cantilever beam. Studie made in reference 1 indicated that, 

:fPr the lQ wing-; which had .a ratio of second bending to first torsion 
frquency:of aboutl.1, the addition of a third mode might have a sig-
nificant , ,e'fect on, the reference flutter speed. As a check, a second 
ref erence; .f-lutter-spe'ed. analysis was made in which the flutter mode 

-shape was -appxqxnated.by the superposition of the first three uncoupled 
ffree-vibrat1qn mode shpes qf, a uniform. cantilever beam. 

::.j	 .:t 
The. efective wing root. and tip are defined in the present analysis 

as the perendic-ulars to the quarter-chord line of the intersections of 
the quarter-chord line with the actual root and tip, respectively. 

-ie va-lues pf- k were weighted along the span in accordance with 
the wing taper, and the spanwise variations of the Theodorsen functions 

1 F. (k) .' ñdG(k) were approximated by a straight line between the root 
and tip values.	 ' . 

The solütoii of the flutter stability determinant was obtained in 
the r f,.orn of struct\ural damping coefficient g as a function of Vn/brU 
The structural damping coefficient used was that measured in bending with 
'the assumption that .g1 = g = g. 

General Conmients 

some instances the.. two'wing'paflels. of. the same model did not 

fiuttLer'isiniultaneOUslY. For such cases a separate data point for the 
oTccurtence of..flutter on each panel is presented in the tables and 
f.igures:.	 .	 .	 .	 V	 , 	 - 	 V.
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An easily defined start of f1iitter was not always obtained. Often, 
a period of intermittent sinusoidal-ty-pe oscillations in bending and 
torsion preceded continuous flutter and obscured the exact start of 
flutter. Such periods are designated low-damping regions as in refer-
ence 1, since the sum of. the aerodynamic and structural damping is near 
zero.	 .	 -. 

Where low damping occurred, two data points were picked - one near 
the start of the low-damping region and the other near the start of 
continuous flutter. Both data points are presented inthe tables and 
figures.

Presentation of Data 

The exper:Lmental and analytical results of this investigation are 
presented in table II. The analytical results are from the two-m6de 
computations of reference flutter-speed values. In this table the first 
five columns describe chronologically the flutter behavior of each wing 
panel during each tunnel run (a run is defined as one operation of the 
wind tunnel from valve opening to valve crossing). The first column 
gives the model identification number, the second column the run number, 
and the third column the chronological number of each data: point during 
each run. The fourth and fifth columns contain code letters which 
describe the behavior of the wing panels at the time of each data point. 
Definitions of the code letters are given at the top of table IL. 

The experimental flutter data obtained for the 4-lO wing and faired 
curves for the 1.i.00 and 1O wings of reference 1 are shown in figure !. 

in the form of a plot of the parameter 	 Ve	 as a function of Mach 

bswaJ i	 S 

number. In this figure and in figures 7 and 6 the low-damping regions 
are indicated by dashed lines which extend from the start-of-low-damping 
point (marked only by the end of the dashed line) to the continuous-
flutter point (marked by a symbol at the upper end of the dashed line). 

The experimental flutter data normalized by calculated results are 
presented as functions of Mach number in figures 5 to 7. Figure 5 
presents the flutter-speed ratios obtained-on the lO wing with both 
two and three degrees of freedom. Figure 6 compares the flutter-speed 
ratios for the 4-lO wing with the flutter-speed ratios for the Ii.00 and 
k30 wings from reference 1. Figure 7 shows the faired flutter-speed 
ratio boundaries for the wing of the present investigation and for all 
the wings of reference 1 which had aspect ratios of 1 and taper ratios 
of 0.6.
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DISCUSSION 

The experimental data obtained for the LilO wing and presented in 
figure show that up to a Mach number of 1.2 the data obtained for the 
three different models are in good agreement. Above a Mach number of 
1.2 some scatter is shown, and in drawing the flutter boundary through 
the scatter, the data obtained (see table II) for the one wing panel 
of model 1 and the two panels of model 2 are favored over those obtained 
for the one panel of model 3. The flutter boundary in this region is 
not as definitely defined as at the lower Mach numbers and is shown in 
figures as a dotted line. 

A comparison of the faired flutter boundary for the +lO wing with 
the boundaries for the 1i-OO and 1l3O wings of reference 1 (see fig. L) 

indicates that in the low supersonic range the -i-l0 wing flutter boundary 
lies between those for the 1iOO and ii3O wings. The slope of the 4-lO wing 
boundary in this range is slightly less than that for the -i-OO wing. Also, 
the subsonic level of the boundary for the -i-lO wing is slightly above 
that for the -1-O0 wing and considerably above that for the 4-3O wing. If 

V 
the overall increase in the parameter	 e	 from subsonic to super-

bsWa \Ji 
sonic Mach numbers is considered, the Li10 and 1iOO wings increase by about 
the same amount but there is a much larger increase for the -i-3O wing. 

Figure 5 shows for the -i-1O wing no significant differences between 
the reference flutter speeds calculated with the two-mode analysis and 
those calculated with the three-mode analysis. The subsonic level of 
the flutter boundary obtained (Ve/VR values near 1.1 at a Mach number 

of 0.8) shows the reference flutter speeds for the 1i-lO wing to be some-
what conservative. The flutter-speed ratios increase steadily with Mach 
numbers above 0.87 to a Vei l/B value of l.8 at a Mach number of 1.3. 

Figire 6 shows that, at low supersonic Mach numbers, the -lO wing 
flutter-speed ratios fall between those for the li-OO and -i-3O wings. The 
data in this figure are based on reference flutter speeds calculated 
with two-mode analyses. The rate of rise of Ve/VR for the -i-i0 wing 
in this Mach number range appears to be slightly less than that of the 
1i00 wing. At Mach numbers around 0.8 the level of the 1i-lO wing Ve/VR 

curve is about 10 percent higher than that of the 0O wing and about 

7 percent higher than that of the li-30 wing curve, although the fairing 
of the 1i3O wing curve in this area may be somewhat arbitrary. The amount 
of increase in flutter-speed ratio from the subsonic level (Mach numbers 
around O.8)to supersonic values is about the same for the L lO and 
1i0O wings, but there is a much larger increase for the 4-3O wing. The 
faired flutter boundaries of figure 6 are shown in figure 7 with those 
for similar wings of reference 1 having aspect ratios of	 taper ratios
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of 0.6, and sweepback angles of 1.1. 5°, 52.5°, and 600. As discussed in 
reference 1, the reference flutter spe'eds for the wings with sweepback 
angles less than 1150 were computed by a two-mode analysis whereas the 
17o , 52.50 , and 600 wing reference flutter speeds were computed by a 
three-mode analysis.

CONCLUSIONS 

Transonic flutter data obtained on a thin 100 sweptback wing having 
an aspect ratio of ii- and a taper ratio of 0.6 have been compared with 
data from NACA Research Memorandum L55113a for 00 and 300 sweptback wings 
with the same aspect ratio and taper ratio, and the following conclusions 
have been drawn:	 - 

1. For wings of the type investigated, flutter boundaries in the 
form of flutter-speed ratio against Mach number and an experimental 
parameter consisting of the reduced frequency divided by the square 
root of the mass ratio show that, in the low supersonic Mach number 
range, the flutter boundary for the.10 0 sweptback wing falls between 
those for the 00 and 3Q0 wings. However, the subsonic level (around 
Mach number 0.8) of the flutter boundary for the 10° sweptback. wing 
lies above those for the 00 and 300 sweptback wings. 

2. The amount of rise in the flutter boundary from the subsonic 
level to low supersonic values is about the same for the wings with 
angles of sweepback of 10° and 00 but is much greater for the wing with 
an. angle of sweepback of 30°. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., November 29, 1956.
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TABLE I. - PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MODELS 

Parameter Models 1, 2, 
and 3 

NACA section 65AOOl. 
A 

A, dég 10 
A 0.6 

Panel	 A 0.657 
Span, ft l.14-2 

Ag 1.65 
1,	 ft O.i53 
br, ft 0.165 
b5 , ft 0.163

Model 3 (right panel) 

a ra2 fli b/br 

0.05 -0.122 O.O47 0.252 0.00872 0.98285 
.15 -.103 .020 .221 .00791i. .91i855 

.25 -.081 -.009 .209 .00721 .911i-25 

.35 - .058 - .037 .215 .00651 .87995 
• 1i5 -.030 -.066 .204 .00595 .814565 
.55 .002 - .095 .227 .00511.0 .81135 
.65 .035 -.122 .2311. .001196 .77705 
.75 .067 -.1119 .211.0 .O01455 .711.275 
.85 .091 -.177 .211.7 .O0417 .7O8145 
.95 .1111. - .205 .211.2 .O038 .671.i.l5 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Frequency
Left Right Left Right Left Right 
panel panel panel panel panel panel 

h,1 117 112 115 115 112 116 

h,2 510 1493 505 505 11.96 507 

h,3 111.70 11120 111.25 l0 111.00 111.50 

ft 11.68 168 11.70 11.67 11.59 11.68 
f 14.63 11.63 11.65 14.62 14.511. 11.63 

whl/uh .2527 .211.19 .211.73 .211.89 .211.67 .2505 

ah,2/u 1.1015 1.0611-8 1.0860 1.0931 1.0925 1.0950 

gh .016 .015 .023 .022 .0314 .0143
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Figure 1.- Sketch of i-iO wing showing basic model dimensions and 
construction. All dimensions are in inches. 

e.a.	 tioJtic oxX 

/45I 	 _________	 ____Note mewrea' /req(Je7cIe5 
Mod'/ 2	

ajsoc/ated with node lines 

Figure 2.- Coupled natural vibration frequencies, elastic axis positions, 
arid measured coupled node lines on models of 1 lO wings.
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